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NEWS

IEA's declaration about International Peace Day
International peace wanted and oppressed people have been witnessed that
the days which globally named for the human defance and salvation are now
celebrating by the human destructors, it proofed that they are hardly working
for the human destruction; they are the factors and criminals of world crimes.
If we only take as example the celebrating of 21st September which already
celebrates around the world especially in western countries, where always
celebrate by high level and respectfully ceremonies also they spend most
money for the celebrations.
But if analyses practical acts of US, UK and western rulers that how they
struggle for the human peace and security, how they practically act their
claimants, it will actually be showed that if there are no American, British and
other selfish regimes and do not obstacle before the world peace so, there will
not be insecurity in the world, there will be virtual peace throughout the world,
the war will end and the world would change by virtual peace and security.
But that is the US and its led Coalition which turn down the would into the fire
pit, castrate the two neighbors between them by different matters, finish the
peace from them broke down their National means, turn them into poority etc…
If the Iraqi and Afghani people Ask the International Justice "by the pretence of
International peace day" that who dismiss the peace since the last five and
seven years in both country, opened the crimes door, entered all the means of
killing and Raid, flowed brooks of blood, broke down the importance of
independence, trampled the whole human rights, killed and injured two
hundreds innocent civilians, killed six years children, just in one month,
tortured seventy years elder men in Gontanamo and Bagram prisoners.
It is clearly showed that the human claimants nothing can ask the cruel
regimes that how kind of democracy is that to martyr a hundred of thousands
of Muslims since last seven years.
As the enemies of mankind and the anti-human plans are well known, in this
day they call themselves as the human protectors, so it perhaps that the
International Peace Day is a cheating plan of 0ppressed nations.
In spite of this, if NATO and US forces and their Afghan Allies aspire stop the
war without any cheating plan and respect the International Peace Day. Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan (IEA) will also declare order of defance position.
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